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Abstract 
This paper proposed an improved binary discernibility matrix, and attribute reduction algorithm based on the improved 
binary discernibility matrix. Sort and simplification links were added in the algorithm, so as to achieve the purpose of reducing 
complexity of the algorithm. Examples denoted this method reduced the amount of calculation ,and it is a practical approach. 
© 2009 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction 
By the Polish mathematician Pawlak in 1982, the rough set theory is proposed to deal with imprecise and 
incomplete data ,and it is an effective way. [1
̚2 ]  Attribution reduction algorithm based on binary dicernibility matrix 
[3̚8 ] is one of important attribute reductions Based on rough set,Many attribute reduction and the expansion of the 
work is on this basis.But,this method only applies to the compatibility decision table,Inconsistent decision table will 
get the error result of reduction.To overcome this inapplicability of distinction matrix definition to inconsistent 
decision tables,References presented a new concept of discernibility matrix of decision table,And discussed its 
nature.But,Of the inconsistent decision tables, in accordance with the references the definition of matrix will have 
many redundant information,affect calculation of reduction,And reduction of these algorithms is not high quality.To 
improve the efficiency reduction, This paper presents a modified binary discernibility matrix attribute reduction 
algorithm, combined with the actual situation, the establishment of a client classification rules mining model, using 
the model accurately classified customer level, customer relationship management decisions.. 
2. Customer relationship management 
Customer relationship management is good customer service, improve customer service quality, to focus on 
customer satisfaction and maintain customer loyalty. The core idea was that customers are the most important assets, 
enterprises in order to more effectively acquire, develop and retain the most important assets one by one customer, 
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you need to know what the needs of major customers. And customer contact in the process, provide for individual 
differences in customer demand is consistent with which the service plans. In customer relations, business always 
want to establish strong relationships with our customers the best and most efficient to put this relationship into 
profits, that is to retain old customers and develop new customers and target customers in the highest profit margins, 
this is the CRM to focus on the problem. To achieve this goal, companies need to understand customer behavior as 
possible, but this understanding can not be obtained through direct contact with customers, because businesses can 
not talk with customers one by one, and the information needed by enterprises often can not provide a single 
customer. Companies can do is to collect customer information as possible, using various analytical methods, 
through the disorder, the inner surface of the information dug up the knowledge and rules, which currently very 
popular data mining technology research. After a lot of information in the dug out, companies can use this 
information to these laws or the design model, the behavior did not occur to make the results of the forecast, the 
company integrated management decision-making, provide the basis for marketing. 
3. The basic concept of rough set 
To introduce improved binary discernibility matrix attribute reduction algorithm, we introduce some concepts of 
the following˖
Definition 1: For a given decision-making systemS=(U, CĤD, V, f),reduction of condition attribute set C is a 
non-empty subset of C üüP. It meets˖
ķ Pa , Can not be omitted by D 
ĸ POSp(D) = POSc(D) 
Claimed : P is a reduction of C,the set of all reduction of C denoted RED(C). 
By the reduction of the definition, every decision-making system reduction may have several, but reduction is 
equivalent,that is say they have the same classification ability. The reduction of nuclear is the most important 
attribute set, which includes all of the reduction. Definition 2˖Identification of matrix is Proposed by Skowron 
Professor.System of decision-making table S=(U, R, V, f),R=PYD is the set of attributes,subset P={ai | i=1, 2, …, 
m}and D={d} Are called condition attributes set and decision attribute set,U={X1, X2, …, Xn} Is the domain,ak(xj) 
is the sample xj,s value on the property ak.CD(i,j)denotes dicernibility matrix the i row j column element, defined as 
the identification matrix CDis˖
¯
®
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Among i,j=1, 2, …, n. 
Recognition based on improved binary matrix attribute reduction algorithm based on discernibility matrix and 
make up logical combination of attribute reduction algorithm can only consistent decision table attribute reduction 
of the shortcomings of the two types of consistent and inconsistent decision tables to arrive at a correct result of 
attribute reduction. 
4. attribute reduction algorithm based on improved binary dicernibility matrix 
analysis of algorithms˖First of all, scan the line of binary discernibility matrix,Obtain nuclear properties. If a 
row is only one element 1, then with the elements of a column where the corresponding property of the nuclear 
properties that must be included in the attribute reduction. Followed by scanning the binary discernibility matrix of 
the column, find the maximum number of elements in a column. Here elements of each column to measure the 
properties of a number of importance, a number of the more, the corresponding decision table the column attribute 
for the contribution of the overall classification ability of the larger, more important the attribute. When the two a 
number of the same, to the column where the value of a property line of a number of add, the smallest of the 
property taken and the most important attribute, because the number of lines can also be a measure of the 
importance of property When the line of a smaller number that can distinguish between two instances of the line 
corresponds to the properties of the less so that the more important of these properties. Then, from the binary 
discernibility matrix M by deleting the selected elements in one column and the corresponding line of the column, 
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the remainder constitute a recognition of a new binary matrix. Repeat the above steps until M is empty. All the 
columns selected in turn constitutes an attribute reduction.
5. analyses 
In this example, the first through the data extraction and discretization, to obtain the data in Table A, where the 
domain U = {1,2 Ԑ Ԑ 8}, condition attribute set C = {a, b, c, d, e }, the decision attribute D = {type} = {customers 
high-value customers, the general value of the customer, low-value customers} = {0,1,2}, a = {Nature} = {foreign 
investment enterprises, state-owned, private} = {0 , 1,2}, b = {year turnover} = {high, medium, low} = {0,1,2}, c = 
{product quality requirements of high, medium, low} = {0,1 , 2}, d = {corporate-owned processing and 
manufacturing industry, product Agencies} = {0,1}, e = {large-scale enterprises, medium, small} = {0,1,2}  
Table 1 a decision-making system 
U a b c d e D 
1 0 2 2 0 2 2 
2 1 2 1 1 1 2 
3 2 1 0 1 0 0 
4 2 0 0 1 2 1 
5 2 0 0 1 0 0 
6 1 0 1 1 1 1 
7 0 0 2 0 0 0 
8 2 1 1 0 0 0 
9 1 0 2 0 2 2 
10 0 2 2 0 0 1 
U/ind(C)= {{1}ˈ{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{6}ˈ{7},{8},{9}ˈ{10} } ,U/{a}={{1ˈ7ˈ10}ˈ{2ˈ6ˈ
9},{3,4,5,8}}, U/{b}={{1ˈ2ˈ10}ˈ{4,5, 6,7,9},{3, 8}}, U/{c}={{1ˈ7,9ˈ10}ˈ{2, 6,8},{3, 4,5}}, 
U/{d}={{1ˈ7ˈ8,9,10}ˈ{2,3,4,5, 6}}, U/{e}={{1ˈ4ˈ9}ˈ{2, 6 },{3, 5,7,8,10}}, U/D={{1ˈ2ˈ9}ˈ{3ˈ5ˈ
7ˈ8},{4ˈ6ˈ10}}ˈU/{aˈb}={{1ˈ10}ˈ{2}ˈ{3,8}ˈ{4,5}{7}ˈ{6,9} }ˈU/{aˈb}={{1ˈ10}ˈ{2}ˈ
{3,8}ˈ{4,5}{7}ˈ{6,9} }ˈU/{bˈe}={{1}ˈ{2}ˈ{3,8}ˈ{4,9}ˈ{5,7}ˈ{6}ˈ10}ˈU/{C-a}={{1}ˈ{2}ˈ
{3}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{6}ˈ{7},{8},{9}ˈ{10} }ˈU/{C-b}={{1}ˈ{2ˈ6}ˈ{3ˈ5}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{7ˈ10},{8},{9}}ˈ
U/{C-c}={{1}ˈ{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{6}ˈ{7},{8},{9}ˈ{10} }ˈU/{C-d}={{1}ˈ{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{6}ˈ
{7},{8},{9}ˈ{10} }ˈU/{C-e}={{1ˈ10}ˈ{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4ˈ5},{6}ˈ{7},{8},{9}} 
POS(C)(D)= {{1}ˈ{2}ˈ{3}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{6}ˈ{7},{8},{9}ˈ{10} }ˈPOS{C-a }(D)=POS(C)(D) ˈPOS{C-
b}(D)= {{1}ˈ{4}ˈ{5},{8},{9}} ĮPOS(C)(D)ˈPOS{C-c}(D)= POS(C)(D)ˈPOS{C-d}(D)= POS(C)(D)ˈ
POS{C-e}(D)= {2}ˈ{3}ˈ{6}ˈ{7},{8},{9}}ĮPOS(C)(D)ˈsoˈb and e are not omitted. So the core of C, D is 
{b, e}. 
6. Conclusion 
Rough set theory with its unique advantages to win more and more researchers are concerned about, and access to 
a wide range in various fields of application. In this paper, based on improved binary discernibility matrix attribute 
reduction algorithm to increase the sorting and simplification of the links, so the algorithm can reduce the 
complexity of subsequent steps. The method for extracting decision rules in the customer database, customer 
classification, customer relationship management to provide decision support through the establishment of the 
model can accurately find the high-value customers, and specific description of their behavior in order to extract the 
behavior of characteristics. These behavioral characteristics, there are differences could be developed. Other 
marketing strategies to improve their customer satisfaction. It is proved that the method is feasible. 
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